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Ic/a 1-7
we find 50% or ix of evidence make it Ikx look this way and then %

this way, and therefore we say, this is true and we should stand on this

and fight for it. Why, I say, go oc to the Bible on any question with three

questions. Does the Bible teach this? A Does the Bible not give information
can a

on which we/make /decision between these points as far as we can at

least we are able to say as et1 John said that fesus, if all that Jesus wrought
1\

had been wtltten down, ,alI the books zxx in the world could not contain

them all. We are given in the Bible only selections of that which is

vital for us to understand and there are e- thousands of questions it is
Of listhe

c\ çf) vital /which we are curious about, but which the Bible does not givanswer%

t it. Ai otec,Oh, this must be this way, and this looks reasonable to
statement

me. And the Bible/can fit with this, and of course that is what the Bible

Mod
says and here is this new')t'? people are coming in and saying this fits

with this and that does not, etc. That is unbiblical. That is wrong. So,

we make a big stand on this particular thing and iong comes a further
we were

evidence and we find that 4twa"wrong, and the people say that the Bible
it is out of date.

was wrong, ,,ae-iet-a-ke But the thing that was wrong was with us ij
peculiarities

in reading the ideas of our generation, the ideas of our paeuar, the ideas

of our denominations into the Bible instead of ixdx rfti exactly what

the Bible says. Let us stand on that and where the Bibles does not speak

let us say, I do not know. And we are open to further knowledge and that

e- will save us a tremendous amount of disappointment as we take sdsUllk

that are 4ecessary because they are not in line with the emeftdeus-amoM-

esappeiiient-ae-we-t'ake-s&rfd truth of the Bible, but merely human
-

thoughts have zk developed. Well, now, here is *-sta twhere does
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